
UCD GRADUATE SHARES TOP MATHS PRIZE

Dr Colm Mulahy, Assoiate Professor of Mathematis at Spel-

man College, Atlanta, USA, shared the 1997 Carl B. Allendoer-

fer Award for expository writing in Mathematis Magazine with

Lin Tan of West Chester University. This prestigious award was

established in 1976 by the Mathematial Assoiation of Ameria.

Dr Mulahy, from Leopardstown, Co. Dublin, reeived his

B. S. and M. S. in mathematis from University College Dublin

in 1978 and 1979, respetively. He is one of the youngest graduates

to have ahieved an honours M. S. in Europe, being onferred

at the age of only 20. His dotoral work was done at Cornell

University and at Dortmund Universit�at under the supervision of

Alex F. T. W. Rosenberg and was ompleted in 1985.

The award was given for the artile \Plotting and shem-

ing with wavelets," whih appeared in Mathematis Magazine 69,

Deember 1996. The itation states that \Mulahy's artile is an

admirable piee of work, presenting this topi now at a level fully

aessible to undergraduate students and to the uninitiated math-

ematiians of all bakgrounds. Mulahy writes with larity, harm,

and humour so that the reader is irresistibly drawn into the funda-

mental problems and solutions for both humans and omputers."

In his response at the MAA award giving eremony in August

1997, Colm Mulahy realled his earlier training in University

College Dublin, as follows: \I'd like to thank my teahers at Uni-

versity College Dublin, espeially Mihael Manning, Tom La�ey,

Fergus Gaines, Ted Hurley, Dave Lewis, Don MQuillan and the

late Maurie Kennedy, as well as my advisor Alex F. T. W. Rosen-

berg at Cornell, for the high standards of exposition to whih they

exposed me early in life."

Dr Mulahy has been a frequent visitor to his native Dub-

lin and he hosts a popular radio show on Irish ulture every

Sunday afternoon in the Atlanta area. His initial researh area

was abstrat algebra, but in reent years he has beome equally

involved in omputer-aided design, image proessing, omputer

graphis, and wavelets.
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